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How this area overlaps with open GLAM: Copyright is intended to incentivize the production of new 
creative works and protect authors’ connection to them. In return, the author receives exclusive rights 
over the creative work and can commercialize or release them for various uses. Once the copyright 
expires, these works pass into the public domain and can be used by anyone to produce new creative 
works and knowledge. 
GLAMs protect, preserve, and extend access to these works (and many other materials) for the 
appreciation of current and future generations. This is often facilitated today by digitizing collections 
and making them available online. But new questions arise during this process. What is the 
reproduction’s theoretical or legal relationship to the work that it captures? Is the reproduction a new 
work? In fact, is it a new creative work worthy of its own copyright? If so, what is the effect of claiming 
and enforcing a copyright in the reproduction, especially considering the vast amount of rare or unique 
public domain materials in heritage collections? What options are available to users seeking to access 
and reuse those public domain works?
2. Copyright
Copyright has a number of specific conditions that lead to its ubiquity in reproductions of public 
domain works. These conditions and their effects are explored below. 
Copyright arises automatically in original works. As soon as an original idea is expressed, 
copyright will automatically arise and protect the new creative work. For us, the question is whether 
a faithful reproduction of a public domain work is sufficiently “original” to attract a new copyright. 
We’ll explore what this means below and the many moving parts to this question.
Copyright lasts a long time. Copyright (generally) lasts during the author’s lifetime and for 70 
years after their death. For an author who dies in 2020, this means their oeuvre of works will 
officially pass into the public domain in 2091. This is a crucial detail when discussing the impact of a 
copyright claim to digital surrogates of public domain works. 
Copyright has economic benefits. A (valid) copyright entitles the rights holder to commercialize a 
work, such as through licensing a digital surrogate to a user for a fee. In theory, this can bring in 
revenue for the rights holder. But copyright-based business models also cost money to run. The 
economic incentives underlying copyright are important to consider below. Barriers to Open Access 
discusses whether they hold up in practice. 
Moral rights may accompany and complicate copyright. Moral rights protect the author’s 
personal attachment to the work and can differ significantly from one jurisdiction to the next. In 
some countries, moral rights never expire. This may be relevant for any moral rights in a material 
work, as well as any new moral rights arising in a digital surrogate. 
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These conditions can have a detrimental effect on GLAMs’ willingness or ability to take on risk or 
release public domain materials for public reuse. To aid this discussion, the illustration below clarifies 
exactly which layer of rights we are focusing on: the rights associated with the reproduction of a public 
domain work (and other media, like metadata). 
2.1. The Ubiquity of Art Copyright
Almost a century ago, Paul Valéry wrote: “Works of art will acquire a kind of ubiquity. We shall only 
have to summon them and there they will be, either in their living actuality or restored from the past. 
They will not merely exist in themselves but will exist wherever someone with a certain apparatus 
happens to be.”1 With the range of technologies available today for reproduction and access, we may 
Cross-border differences among national laws increase risk. Where copyright or moral rights 
differ from one country to the next, these differences may require GLAMs to consider multiple legal 
frameworks when digitizing and making public domain collections available online. 
Copyright in reproduction media is a contested but unsettled area of  law. Whether copyright 
or other IPR arises in reproduction media of public domain works is an unsettled legal question in 
most jurisdictions, even where case law or new legislation suggests a copyright is not warranted. 
Even so, other areas of law provide creative workarounds for releasing materials to the public 
domain, so long as there is a desire to do so.
Legal uncertainties cause risk-averse habits to form and be normalized. All of the above open 
questions (along with many others that GLAMs encounter on a daily basis) can lead to risk-averse 
approaches being taken and normalized within cultural heritage management. The more common 
these practices become, the more normal they seem and the harder they become to change, for both 
practical and legal reasons.
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be well on our way to realizing Valéry’s prediction. The advent of mass digitization, the internet, and a 
vibrant public domain furnish us with the tools necessary for the at-home delivery of the cultural 
heritage held in GLAM collections. Yet copyright claims far outpace public domain reproductions in 
terms of ubiquity. In fact, the multiplicity of claims to nearly identical digital surrogates —let alone 
among the potential layers of reproduction in a single surrogate— obstructs Valéry’s notion, even for a 
work as ubiquitous as the Mona Lisa.2
Mona Lisa Data Visualization.pdf 1 MB
To understand this phenomenon, we must first define the components that have induced it. There is 
almost an impossibility to scoping copyright, even for a narrow topic such as this one. But other 
resources exist for that.3 Here, we’ll outline only the circumstances that have spawned copyright’s 
ubiquity in GLAM digital reproduction media. 
The discussion below is not framed as criticism of copyright, but rather as a defense of the public 
domain and a call for greater vigilance and nuance with its protection and management. Copyright is 
important to support authors, protect authors’ connections to their works, and encourage new works 
to be made in the public interest. Here, we are talking about a very tiny part of copyright law that is 
being applied to an immeasurable amount of materials stewarded by cultural institutions in a way that 
is not only legally questionable but also contradicts the public interest. Access and reuse of these 
materials is important for educating, inspiring, and providing content to the public to make new 
creative works protected by copyright. Given the dormant economic and societal value of public 
domain heritage collections,4 this requires rebalancing access in consideration of user rights, 
particularly for reproduction of materials in which a valid copyright has expired or never existed.5 
This also requires a deep dive into copyright’s conditions to appreciate how it can obstruct its own goals 
when misapplied.
2.2. Theories Underlying Copyright Protection
To start, a brief note on copyright theories. Copyright rewards the creator of a work with a monopoly 
over its use for a limited time. That copyright is envisioned to incentivize the work’s creation and 
A data visualization of the various digital surrogates found in GLAM digital collections and photo licensing libraries of the Mona Lisa 




protect the author’s investment in its making.6 Copyright’s underlying theories advance that this 
personal monopoly encourages the production of new creative works, which leads to greater cultural 
progress and human welfare gains.7 We all benefit from more creative works and new knowledge.
Originally designed for a material world of books and publishing, copyright has since been extended to 
protect films, artworks, computer programs, databases, and countless other media types.8 IPR’s 
growth in the digital era has challenged many of our traditional justifications and normative 
understandings of copyright.9 Indeed, research shows that the economic incentive theories upon 
which copyright is founded increasingly diverge from broader societal patterns around creation, 
consumption, and welfare benefits.10 Keep this in mind, because we’ll revisit these theories later in 
relation to GLAMs. 
2.3. The Nature of Copyright Protection: both Automatic and Long
Copyright protection is automatic and long. It vests the moment an original expression is fixed in a 
material form, triggering a bundle of exclusive rights that can last well over a century. No copyright 
registration or formal notification is necessary to receive the lengthy monopoly over the work’s use. 
For our purposes, these conditions raise at least two issues. First, it can be difficult to determine a 
digital surrogate’s copyright status online. The rights status of reproduction media is not always clearly 
displayed, let alone embedded in the file in a machine-readable form. Considering the widespread 
practice of claiming copyright in reproduction media, users cannot rely on the rights status of the 
underlying work to clear copyright in the digital surrogate. This introduces uncertainty to whether the 
work’s reproduction is in-copyright versus in the public domain. 
Second, the lengthy term of protection is problematic when applied to this type of digital media. The 
technologies used to reproduce and extend access to a public domain work will obviously move on to 
new formats long before the (alleged) copyright expires in the digital surrogate. With analog media, 
there may be historical milestones that render a material reproduction relatively safe to engage with 
due to changes in copyright law, new legislation, or the overwhelming likelihood that the rights have 
expired. For example, users can assume that a 19th-century photograph taken more than 150 years ago 
is in the public domain, or at least that its reuse presents a vanishingly-small amount of risk. However, 
there is (and may never be) any equivalent period of time with digital reproduction media for practical 
reasons. By the time the digital media created today is deemed public domain or at least risk-free, its 
format will almost certainly be obsolete, inaccessible, or insufficient for reuse via future technologies.
Copyright’s term of protection was not always so long. Over the years, international developments 
have strengthened protection standards and imposed compliance obligations on the states that sign 
them.11 What began as a national period of protection for 14 years after publication has expanded to an 
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international custom measured by the author’s lifetime + 70 years.12 Many of these legislative reforms 
even extended the term of protection to works already created and in circulation, which seems 
directly at odds with copyright’s incentive-to-create theories discussed above. Moreover, empirical 
studies increasingly demonstrate the negative impacts of copyright’s long term of protection on 
cultural welfare goals.13
Studies have also shown that copyright can make older in-copyright creative works disappear, which 
results in less access for a significant chunk of cultural materials.14 Generally speaking, the public 
domain contains all the creative works made by authors who died prior to 1950, which means the 
works can be digitized and made available online. In-copyright works require permission from the 
rights holder to do the same, which means they are available online to a much lesser degree. In fact, 
researchers have referred to the period of years following the public domain cut-off (i.e., 1951 to 
present) as the “Twentieth-century black hole.”15 Research by Europeana has shown a dramatic drop 
in the availability of works online as soon as copyright kicks in. With digitization, different black holes 
will await us by the time the (allegedly) in-copyright digital surrogates of these public domain works 
pass into the public domain, or what some have predicted might become a digital dark age.16
2.4. “Originality” and the Validity of Copyright in Reproduction 
Media
Given that the works being reproduced are in the public domain, the question for us becomes whether 
the reproduction media attracts any IPR protections, but particularly copyright. The answer hinges on 
the legal concept and criterion of “originality,” meaning whether the reproduction media is sufficiently 
“original” for copyright protection by national standards.17 National originality standards are 
notoriously low and remain largely unharmonised.18 But if met, copyright vests instantaneously. 
This system enables the same party who would benefit from exclusive rights over the reproduction to 
make the pivotal assessment of “yes, original” or “no, non-original.” Copyright will be valid if choices 
made during reproduction are sufficiently creative, rather than technical. But only the maker of the 
reproduction can answer this conclusively, and the outcome might depend on a number of moving 
parts, like whether a scanner versus a camera is used, as well as any post-production digital editing 
techniques. These factors render the reproduction process open to manipulation for the goal of 
securing copyright. 
With analog methods of pre-production, development, and printing, copyright may once have been 
(legally) justified by a range of creative decisions potentially available, if  taken. However, digital 
advancements have significantly reduced this scope. Best practices, industry standards, practical and 
technological limitations, and homogenized workflows further filter what remains. There is no 
question that reproduction may require significant skill, labor, time, and financial investment. But on 
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that basis alone, its outputs cannot be protected by copyright if the decisions made are technical rather 
than creative.
The crux of the issue is that in claiming copyright, a GLAM makes two assertions: first, that its 
reproduction is a new original work created by the GLAM; and, second, that an interpretation of the 
law would support that copyright and restrict use of the image. Ultimately, the public must trust 
GLAMs to accurately assess a complex legal question about the originality and subsequent validity of a 
copyright claim in reproductions of public domain works.
2.5. Copyright and Moral Rights
In addition to copyright, moral rights are important to consider.19 The two are closely linked: a 
precondition of moral rights is that a copyright must first subsist in the work. However, moral rights 
are non-economic in nature and relate to the author’s personal connection with the work. The most 
common examples include the author’s right to paternity or attribution (i.e., the right to be associated 
with the work) and the right to integrity (i.e., the right to prevent derogatory or transformative 
treatment of the work).20 There is a significant amount of variation in which moral rights are 
recognized and how they are defined worldwide.
Moral rights also have their own term of protection, which can differ from copyright’s term of 
protection. Some countries tie the term to the author's lifetime,21 with the rights expiring upon death. 
Others tie the term of moral rights to the term of copyright, with all the rights expiring at the same 
moment.22 Several countries define moral rights to be perpetual, inalienable, and imprescriptible.23 
Depending on the jurisdiction, this means moral rights might survive copyright and continue to apply 
to public domain works – and be enforceable during cross-border litigation.24
Moral rights issues for open GLAM manifest in various ways. First, with material cultural heritage, the 
act of digitizing a public domain work may require the author’s or heir’s consent (if they can be found). 
This obligation may arise via the legislation of the country in which the digitization occurs or the 
country in which the work was created. 
Second, new moral rights for a second author will arise if the digital materials attract copyright. 
Depending on the jurisdiction, the term of moral rights tied to a reproduction may complicate things 
further. In some cases, although the copyright can be transferred to the GLAM, the moral rights and 
their date of expiration remain tied to the author of the reproduction.25 Moral rights can therefore 
exacerbate risk when layers of rights apply to both the underlying public domain work(s) and the 
digital surrogate. It can also be difficult to determine who holds the copyright and moral right given the 
nature of collaborative workflows and the scope of contributions made during digitization and post-
production.26 Where valid, the creator(s) will enjoy the right to be identified as the author(s) of the 
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digital reproduction and prevent any distortion, mutilation, modifications, or derogatory actions that 
would be prejudicial to their reputation. Finally, these rights and how they are defined also differ by 
jurisdiction. For example, when it comes to the right of integrity, what is or is not “derogatory” may 
differ from one country to the next. Simple acts like cropping or photo editing could infringe moral 
rights as distortion or be protected by a copyright exception, such as if it parodies or critiques the 
work (But which work is parodied? The underlying work or its reproduction?). 
The outcomes to these and other questions are highly contextual. They depend on each use and 
applicable law(s), and reveal the impracticability of enforcing moral rights in the reproduction layer of 
digital surrogates. There is also a unique tension between the freedom of expression (i.e., the ability to 
remix) and the moral right of integrity in a reproduction, something inextricably linked to the 
integrity of the underlying work. How might a user critique or parody a material work if the (alleged) 
author of its digital reproduction objects to its treatment? So far, there is no clarity around how these 
cases should be treated when it comes to open access and GLAM digital collections.
2.6. Differences among National Laws
Despite copyright’s globalization, the term of protection(s), the scope of rights arising, and the works 
eligible can vary by country.27 These differences can frustrate or problematize the cross-border nature 
of digital engagement and cultural exchange in a networked information society. This is because the 
location of the physical media when digitized will trigger which legal frameworks apply and 
accompany the digital media online. 
National laws also might recognize lesser forms of protection, like related rights in photographs28 or 
sui generis rights in databases,29 traditional cultural expressions,30 or genetic materials.31 But they can 
also grant national exceptions around reuse for personal, educational, or other purposes. These 
differences impact whether and where the rights holder can bring an infringement claim. A diligent 
end-user should consider IPR frameworks in (at least) two jurisdictions: the country of the rights 
holder and the country where the use occurs, if  different. 
By contrast, the public domain provides certainty on many levels (in theory). Once the copyright 
expires and the work passes into the public domain, infringement concerns melt away. GLAMs may 
safely reproduce and disseminate the work so that users may safely harvest its creative and derivative 
potential. However, a new copyright in reproduction media obstructs that creative process and 
potential, and revives liability questions due to cross-border differences among national laws.
2.7. The Danger of Risk-Averse Practices to Collections Management, 
Licensing, and Law
To be fair, copyright law is complicated and confusing, even for the legal professionals who practice or 
teach it. With the consequences of infringement and the need for case-by-case assessments, the most 
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consistent, accurate, and reliable advice is always, frustratingly, “it depends.” 
For GLAMs, ambiguities in law, variations across different countries, and fears of liability lead to risk-
averse approaches being taken and normalized during the management of public domain materials. 
Protocols developed to navigate the complex legal and social factors of rights management with living 
artists, rights holders, collecting societies, or donors can be transplanted when making rights 
determinations relevant to owners, reproduction photographers, and digitization teams. Emerging 
technologies, advanced imaging techniques, and sophisticated editing software now introduce new 
novel and complicated questions to those assessments. This is especially true for jurisdictions with 
strong authors’ rights regimes, and/or without work-for-hire doctrines or recognition of similar 
employment-based agreements.32 Consequently, risk averse habits creep into new areas of 
engagement, particularly those that involve public outreach, data collection, and the management of 
user-generated content.33 The more unchartered the territory, the denser the legalese often is in a 
given policy. In the end, this tendency to insulate against risk by claiming or overstating rights through 
overbroad contractual terms corrodes our understanding of how copyright does, and should, work.
Research shows the real risk is in legitimizing the aversion-based policies, practices, and licensing 
markets encroaching and expanding in this digital era. Left unchallenged, such customs become 
commonplace and gain validity among practitioners, which then creep into legal doctrine when taken 
as proof that the entitlement exists.34 James Gibson describes this entitlement creep as “doctrinal 
feedback,” which ultimately prevents courts from clarifying IPR’s appropriate boundaries.35 Indeed, 
the ubiquity of IPR’s gray areas leads to the ubiquity of questionable licensing practices, which are 
then called upon to justify their legality and inform new legislation. As Gibson argues, rather than top-
down positive legal developments through legislation and jurisprudence, this results in bottom-up 
legitimization through practitioners’ use of longstanding conventions.36 The effect is to ingrain a self-
referential practice into law, further widening IPR’s gray areas as public privilege recedes.37 
In our case, GLAMs contribute to this legitimization by interpreting IPR’s gray areas to avoid perceived 
risk, to secure an economic advantage through copyright and licensing, or even as a measure to protect 
the underlying work. Users also contribute to legitimization due to the legal ambiguities that produce 
this phenomenon in the first place: despite whether the copyright is valid, licensing the reproduction 
results in quicker access, is usually preferred to the risk of infringement, and is cheaper than getting a 
second opinion.38 (Plus, you know, “it depends.”) But for everyone unable to pay licensing fees, the 
copyright claim can chill user engagement, including many legal forms of reuse.39 
While the application of copyright and licensing models to reproduction media may be longstanding, it 
has not been without controversy.40 Like many things, the onset of digital brought greater 
transparency to and awareness of the existing legal, ethical, and social impacts of this tradition. Still, 
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few consequences await those who claim rights without justification, a practice Jason Mazzone has 
called “copyfraud.”41
Despite making a claim to copyright, GLAMs typically lack any intention to pursue the matter in court 
and risk a negative outcome, especially when a cease-and-desist letter is sufficient and cheaper.42 In 
most countries, the loser also pays the court and attorneys fees – a second financial risk. These 
conditions produce strong disincentives to litigation, which is both necessary and instrumental to 
outlining the scope of IPR entitlements.43 
In any case, the claim – even if false – can be bolstered through restrictive website terms rooted in 
contract law.44 Put another way, legal conditions and risk averse practices have supported, 
entrenched, sustained, and even incentivized the practice of claiming copyright in non-original 
reproduction media.45 
2.8. Perpetual Copyright in Digital Cultural Heritage
Copyright as a cog both accelerates and jams the machine of cultural creation. Within this, GLAMs 
present a special kind of paradox to the public domain. To illustrate, with works that already exist in 
copies, like books, evidence shows reprints and derivative uses rise when copyright expires.46 The 
book (itself a copy) is already in the physical public domain when the work falls into the intellectual 
public domain. But many GLAMs steward works that are rare or unique, especially by the time 
copyright expires. Some are so old that they predate copyright entirely. The public is therefore reliant 
on GLAMs to facilitate reuse of these unique or rare public domain works through reproduction and 
open licensing. 
This particular scenario can defeat the IPR system’s aim of promoting the creation and distribution of 
new cultural works by making reuse of public domain works subject to the reproduction and approval 
of the object’s possessor. Even with rare material works existing in copies, nearly identical digital 
surrogates appear online under various claims, at different qualities, sizes, formats, and so on.47 
Throw in copyright’s excessively long term of protection with the need to make new reproductions to 
keep up with technological advancements, and that exclusionary effect can live on in perpetuity.
Licensing the copy or circumventing that licensing market to access the underlying work is simply not 
feasible for the average person.48 As James Boyle argues, this amounts to a “second enclosure” of 
heritage, wherein the cultural commons is subjected to a vicious cycle of propertization.49 To revisit 
the rare book example, once copyright expires, the text becomes fair game for the public to reuse, in 
theory. In reality, there are three legal grounds upon which access may remain restricted: (1) by 
property-based ownership of the rare material object; (2) copyright-based claims in the digital 
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surrogate(s) and expensive licensing models; and (3) contract-based prohibitions around visitor 
photography onsite and terms of use online. 
Collectively, this system thwarts competition, putting the owner in a strong market position to 
commercialize the out-of-copyright work’s value and control its reuse for as long as ownership lasts. 
Peter Hirtle has argued “[owners] that seek perpetual control over the use of a work are in effect 
saying that stewardship of a work is more important than the act of creation.”50 While there will be 
sensitive or cultural materials for which the importance of stewardship outweighs the act of creation, 
that is not the case for the vast majority in which copyright is claimed during reproduction.51
2.9. The Irony of Perpetual Copyright for Future GLAMs
The impact of this system and the practices sheltered by IPRs gray areas have particularly ironic 
consequences for future GLAMs. 
For the public, copyright claims in digital surrogates reduce the vast potential of collections in the 
public domain to a superficial value for the perfunctory purpose of viewing online. Depending on the 
type of work, that claim can also monopolize reuse of the knowledge it contains.52 This long-standing 
practice stunts creativity, knowledge generation, and innovation around the public domain – even by 
GLAMs themselves, who might otherwise be incentivized to truly innovate and use public domain 
collections for purposes beyond basic reproduction. All in all, this system negatively impacts the 
public’s ability to produce new creative works, as well as GLAMs’ abilities to collect them.53 
But it also presents significant IPR clearance issues for future GLAM staff. As digital technologies 
advance and authors create new works that compile and embed various media sources, like GLAM 
reproduction media of public domain works, rights clearance will become increasingly complicated 
and the number of orphan works in these compilations will rise.54 This is one significant area where 
GLAMs can reduce risk for future staff and increase efficiency when collecting and extending access to 
these works. Yet, in the interest of generating short-term revenue, GLAMs end up generating long-
term costs for future rights clearance and collections management. All of this leads to disaster for 
future GLAM staff and open access. 
2.10. Creative Solutions to Copyright Confusion
For all the problems it poses, the system does come equipped with a solution: copyright can be 
transferred or waived – or at least not enforced. As IPR gray areas become even more ubiquitous with 
digital media, GLAMs are in a position to resolve public uncertainty by waiving copyright or declining 
its enforcement at least in more basic outputs, should any rights arise.55 This requires a shift in 
thinking around copyright and its relationship to public and educational missions.56 Indeed, these 
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missions provide different incentives for the work’s digitization, rather than IPR’s traditional incentive-
to-create theories that reward authors with exclusive monopolies over the work’s use.57
Waiver can be perceived to carry additional risk in jurisdictions with strong authors’ rights (rather 
than copyright) regimes, which are rooted in natural rights and personality theories of copyright.58 
Even so, many of these jurisdictions provide for waiver of moral rights and support contractual 
negotiations around waiver (assuming the work is sufficiently original and protected by copyright in 
the first place). 
So long as the desire is there to release the reproduction media to the public domain, a combination of 
legal mechanisms may enable a GLAM to do so, and with minimal risk. Indeed, these legal mechanisms 
are currently shifting in support of protecting the public domain. 
2.11. Legal Developments and Support for Protecting the Public 
Domain 
Open GLAM is gaining exciting new ground daily. Key legal developments, cultural politics, and 
governmental support have helped to spark the necessary momentum.59 But the crucial work 
undertaken by adventurous GLAMs, open access advocates, curious volunteers and users, and cultural 
organizations has been the real driving force behind the movement. 
Over the past two decades, a number of legal developments have increased support to the notion that 
a public domain work should remain in the public domain following reproduction. In the US, the 1998 
and 1999 Bridgeman Art Library cases provided a catalyst when the Southern District of New York held 
that a photographic reproduction of a public domain painting failed to attract copyright under US (and 
UK) law.60 A decade later the Tenth Circuit in Meshwerks relied on Bridgeman in finding “the putative 
creator who merely shifts the medium in which another’s creation is expressed has not necessarily 
added anything beyond the expression contained in the original.”61 A 2016 District Court case from 
New Mexico extended this logic to 2D reproductions of 3D works when the photographer’s choices are 
“utilitarian” and “made to best copy the three dimensional artifact.”62 Given the jurisdictional nature 
of US court systems, these judgments had limited binding effect outside of (and even within) their 
own jurisdictions.63 Instead, GLAMs voluntarily signed on to these doctrines to better serve public 
missions.
Similar developments in Europe have led to more than 150 GLAMs today releasing all eligible public 
domain reproduction media via open licenses and tools. In 2019, the European Commission passed 
legislation in direct response to a 2018 German case that recognized a lesser, related right for technical 
(rather than creative) skill in analog photographic reproductions of public domain paintings made by 
the Reiss Engelhorn Museum and held that a visitor’s personal photographic reproductions uploaded to 
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Wikimedia Commons violated the Museum’s onsite policy banning photography.64 As of June 2021, 
Article 14 of the Copyright and Related Rights in the Digital Single Market Directive prevents anyone in the 
EU from claiming copyright or related rights in any non-original reproduction media, including 
metadata, software, photography, 3D scans, and other various (and future) outputs.65 Article 14 
formalizes almost two decades of open GLAM efforts to protect the public domain status of digital 
collections.66 Indeed, the data produced on human welfare gains and new innovations through 
expanded access to the public domain has been crucial to both legislative and individual GLAM policy 
reform.67
Given the impact of EU and US laws, similar developments are likely to continue materializing among 
other jurisdictions. In 2017, the Indoneisan government implemented Law No.5/2017 on Cultural 
Advancement, with Article 15 establishing plans for a government portal for integrated cultural data. 
In her article on open GLAM Indonesia, Annayu Maharani highlights the need for greater awareness 
and understanding of open access frameworks and digital capacity-building to facilitate 
participation.68 So far, the preferred license of choice seems to be CC BY-SA.69 But this raises an 
important point: many of the larger and well-resourced GLAMs under pressure to release collections 
have been able to commercialize their reproductions for decades (and even centuries). With the onset 
of open GLAM, smaller and less well-resourced GLAMs are now expected to make an even greater 
leap, and not only to create and prepare digital collections for release but also to conform to the open 
access expectations shaped by an increasingly globalized copyright system. 
In later Pubs, we’ll discuss how the legacy of colonization contributes to IPR globalization and 
copyright transplantation. Here, it’s worth highlighting the importance of documenting spread and 
judicial interpretations among these jurisdictions to generate important data that can be fed back into 
more inclusive approaches to digital collections management for cross-border access and reuse. This is 
revisited in Benefits to Open GLAM.
2.12. Growing Divide(s) among (Open) GLAMs 
There are growing divides among GLAMs with online and/or open access collections, some of which is 
due to the inability to participate for various reasons discussed throughout this resource. This is 
especially the case for smaller and less well-resourced GLAMs and community organizations that lack 
copyright knowledge and capacity to digitize and release collections as open access. The digital divide 
among these GLAMs causes one significant imbalance among the types of collections and geographic 
regions represented online. Without support, many of these collections will remain inaccessible and 
underexplored.70 
Another divide is growing within GLAMs that digitize and release collections as open access. Financial 
decisions, funding schemes, or private partnerships can impact which materials are prioritized for 
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digitization and open access programmes, as well as which materials are prioritized for 
commercialization over open access. Less well-resourced GLAMs may rely almost entirely on external 
funding or partnerships to support digitization.
For those with capacity and digitized collections, the pressure is on to embrace open access. The 
Smithsonian Institution’s February 2020 release of 2.8 million digital surrogates via a CC0 public 
domain dedication is likely a huge tipping point for the cultural sector, as it spans across collections 
held by galleries, libraries, archives, museums, and other cultural institutions and research centers. As 
more GLAMs follow the lead of others, these divides will continue to increase.
At the same time, the open access divide seems to be generating new imbalances. Open access 
collections made available by copyright-knowing GLAMs are more visible online. The openly-licensed 
status is now shaping which types of cultural materials are selected for research and creative reuse. 
This generates new tensions around what remains (or should remain) part of our living cultural 
memory, receive representation and visibility, and even the type of data used to inform the various 
algorithms, machine learning, and computational research that increasingly mediates society.
Having a greater awareness and understanding of these divides, their causes, and effects may help the 
open GLAM ecosystem to design innovative and (more) sustainable solutions to digitization, 
representation, and participation with cultural collections online. These tensions are explored further 
in Power Inequities.
Right now, copyright (and other IPR) may be the primary stumbling block to open access and digitally-
enabled participation. Sharing evidence of digitization workflows, processes, and management is also 
crucial to enabling wider and more efficient participation.71 But other areas can also conflict with or 
resemble copyright protections that need addressing. 
Continue to Human Rights
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